TECHNOLOGY IN PRACTICE

Increased quality in tempering klins through
controlled atmosphere-supply
s partofthe renovation and repairofsev
eral tempering kilns by H. 5. A. Industrial
Hardening Service from Berndor Austria, the
respective atmospheric supply of the kilns
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Fig. 1: LTgas mixer

has been revised. Now MFC-based gas mix
ers (Fig. 1) for nitrogen gas and natural gas
from LT Gasetechnik are used. The flow rates
and mixing ratios ofthe individual gases are
controlled by MFC (Mass Flow Controller)
which are set via a user-friendly control sys
tem and monitored by a gas analyzer. The
curing oven is supplied with an atmosphere
having a defined methane value. This result
ed in a significant improvement in quality of
the parts to be cured: reject rates have been
reduced by 5 % down to absolute zero.

The LT gas mixer is at any time able to
create a defined, adjustable gas mixture of
nitrogen and natural gas, in which in nor
mal Operation the methane concentration
may at no time exceed the 4 vol % limit.
The desired mixing ratio can be easily
adjusted at any time. The gas mixture with
drawal amount is variable at a maximum of
40 scm/hr at an adjustable output pressure
between 2.0 and 2.5 barg. Through this
design no buffer tank is required, which
eliminates the need to empty it after each
change of the gas mixture and to flush lt
with a neutral gas.
The operation ofthe LTgas mixer is easy
to handle through the high degree ofauto
mation. With the touch screen the control
limits ofthe methane concentration in the
gas mixture can be adjusted. If this value
exceeds the set upper limit, the natural gas
supply is automatically shut offand an alarm
is raised. On the touch screen, the desired
flow rates ofthe individual gases and the
output pressure can be adjusted as weil.
The methane concentration in the gas
mixture is measured continuously by the
integrated gas analyzer (Fig. 2). The LT gas
analyzer is equipped with a Thermal Con
ductivity Sensor (TCS) and delivers reliable
and reproducible measurement results. The
methane concentration in the gas mixture
is continuously displayed on the display as
a percentage value. With a digital bus inter
face all data such as gas pressure, gas flow,
gas mixture concentration are transferred
to the central control room of the Operator.
When changing the parts to be hardened
or after production interruptions, the opera
tor of the heat
treatment shop
0
wants to purge the
furnace with nitro
gen. For this pur
pose after switch
ing oft the gas
mixture a flow
rate of 200 scm/hr
—

Fig. 2: LT gas analyzer
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of nitrogen are fed, with appropriate pressure
control, into the gas mixture-output line.
A position feedback signal informs the
operator about the status of the gas flow.

Fig. 3: Mechanical part of the gas mixer

lt is self-understood that non-return valves
(Fig. 3) in each individual gas pipe prevent
the gas return.
Although the gas mixer is built to be
“technically tight at permanence“ and the
site is not a hazardous area, a ventilation of
the gas mixer cabinet and a gas detection
sensor has been installed.
Due to the very positive results from
the renovation at a first hardening fur
nace, more identical LT gas mixers were
also procured for some more hardening
heat treatment kilns at the same site and
were successfully put into operation.
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